
 
Jumper Use Agreement 

 

Jumpers are available for pick up and return from Monday-Friday 0900-1700 only. 

Jumpers can be reserved on a first come, first served basis. They are paid for at Party Adventure Recreation 

Central (PARC), building 2257 Elrod Ave. Jumpers are picked up/returned to the north side of the building.  

 

Please sign at the bottom to agree to the following: 

 

• Loading, Transporting, and Unloading: Jumpers are very heavy! The units we offer weigh between 

150 and 400 lbs. Please remember that it is the patron’s responsibility to LOAD and UNLOAD the 

jumpers. An open bed pickup truck or an empty van/SUV and a minimum of 2 people capable of lifting 

150 lbs. EACH are required for pickup AND return of the jumpers.  

 

• Cleaning: Frequently, other customers that have reserved a jumper are picking up the same item that 

you are returning. Please return it in the condition that you would like to receive it in.   

 

• The Use of Silly String and Water is Strictly Prohibited: Silly String cannot be used in, on, or around 

the jumper because it chemically bonds (like glue) to any vinyl surface. The jumpers are made of vinyl. 

Silly string removal could cost you hundreds of dollars. The jumpers cannot be used in the rain or left 

out overnight in the sprinklers. Water is also prohibited inside the jumper. They must be returned 

completely dry, or else a cleaning fee will be applied. 

 

• Pickup/Return Times: The day rate applies for pick up on any weekday. If rented for the weekend, 

jumpers must be picked up on Fridays and returned the following Monday between 0900 and 1700. If 

returned late, you will be charged a rental fee for the additional days.  

 

• A $50.00 fee will be charged if the Jumper is not returned during the designated pick up/return 

times in clean, ready to use condition. Fees for damaged, lost, or late jumpers will be assessed on a 

case-by-case basis.  
 

 

 

 

Signature: ______________________________________________ Date: ___________ 

 

Your understanding and compliance with these matters are greatly appreciated. 

Thank you! 
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